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no power, to mark institutional asymmetrical role and status. In Akan politeness
phenomena use of such address forms and deferential expressions by the litigants shows
that they acknowledge the akyeames' high institutional role and status and the respect
associated with the office. Thus, besides being used to signal power, the above address
forms and deferential expressions are used to show politeness by the litigants (Obeng 1997,
1999.)
The admission of guilt in example (3) as well as the language in which the apology
is rendered provide insights into the power-play in the discourse. Specifically, they show
that the speaker recognizes her lack of power on the one hand, and the addressees' power
on the other. The expressions mepa mo ky&w 'please i I beg you' and mays mfonzso3
'I'm guilty', support the above claim. From the point of view of politeness, it may be
argued that the polite address form Nanu 'Elder' and the apologetic expression mepa mo
kysw 'please / I beg you' both signal the communicative difficulty and hence face-threat
inherent in the upcoming string muy&mfomsoa 'I'm guilty'.
In (4). the implicit nature of the disagreement by AA signals or provides insights
into her lack of power. It would have been inappropriate for her to explicitly state that the
court was in a rush judgment aware of the fact that it failed to consider the full details of
the case. On the other hand, explicitness in both JPl's and JP2's strings suggest that the
speakers have power. Not only do both strings question the appropriateness of AA's
utterance, they reveal confidence of the speakers - a confidence emanating from the
speakers' power because of their high institutional role. Thus, the institutional role and
status of the akyeame provide them with the power to use language associated with power,
whereas the relative lack of power of the litigants also puts restrictions on their speech.
From the point of view of politeness, AA's utterance contains several politeness markers.
Besides the address form nananom 'elders' and the apologetic formula mo aduworoma 'by
your grace', the indirectness in the disagreement which is expressed through an idiomatic
expression, menim nzu 'I'm familiar with the details', is also for negative politeness (Brown
and Levinson 1978, 1987). Telling the akyeame or the female chief that they have rushed
to judgment would have been seen as an extreme case of insubordination. In spite of the
mitigation and the indirectness, AA is still reprimanded by P I and JP2. The personal
knowledge I have about the court in question is that, had AA directly told the court that it
judged the case hastily, she would have been fined and reprimanded for her 'disrespectful'
behavior. From the above discussion it may be noted that the politeness phenomena
employed helped to minimize the effect of AA's questioning of the verdict.
The nature of JPl's question suggests he has power over the AA. He addresses her
with the second person pronoun wo 'you' and without any politeness marker. The proverb
used by JP2 also suggests that the court has power over the litigants. He renders the proverb
in a rhetorical interrogative form. In Akan society it is required that elders have the final
word in a discourse. If a young person decides to talk after an elder has given a final
opinion on an incident, then the young person is suggesting that she or-he is wiser than the
elder. In excerpt (4), JP2 is suggesting that if AA had any misgivings about the case, she
should have stated them before the elders gave their verdict. Grumbling after a verdict has
been given is inconsistent with the institutional norms of communication. Finally, JP2's
use of the imperative sentence Monsrc kwan nu month! 'Ask for permission to leave! '
also suggests that he has power over the addressees.

Expression ofthanks
Expressions of thanks or gratitude may also be used in marking asymmetrical power and
social relationship between the litigants and the akyeame. In the data, such expressions have
the structure: [NP, + VP + NP,]. NP,is dominated by the first person plural pronoun
prefix Y E - 'we'; the VP by da use 'thank (you)'; and NP,by a noun referring to the high
status and hence power of the judicial personnel. Some of the nouns used to mark the
institutional power of the addressee are agya (elder), oburu (royal status), and nurza (elder
or chief). For example:
(5)

Context: Litigants express thanks to court (by using polite terminal addressives that specify
the judicial professionals' specific status) for settling their cases.
YE& use g g y ~
We-thank elder
'We thank you, elder.'

~ & duse
a &gg
We-thank royal-status
'We thank you, your royal highness.'
Ysda use nana
We-thank eldcrichief
'We thank you, elderichief.'
When a litigant is not sure about the exact social or institutional title of the
alyeame, then s h e may use the prolonged unrounded open vowel /a: /. This may prompt
responses from the akyeame as to their exact social or institutional title.

(6)
Context: Litigants express thanks to court (by using polite terminal addressives that do not
specify the judicial professionals' exact status) for settling their cases.
.hi. Y ~ d use
a

We thank you,

anaa
high but uncertain status.

JP: Oburu
royal-status
AA: YE& ase obzirti
we-thank you royal-status
AA: 'We thank you, one whose high status we are certain of, but the exact nature or kind
of status of which we are uncertain.'

